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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

2020–The Year in Review
Lloyd Bernstein, Bullivant Houser Bailey

relatively speaking, to a more stable practice of law. OADC will
continue to work with all stakeholders in helping to develop and
shape the post-pandemic framework for civil practitioners. And
yes, folks, full-on Zoom jury trials are in our future!

Is it just me, or was 2020 both the longest and shortest year in
recent memory? Either way, I am sad to say that this will be my
last communication as your OADC President. We started the
year off talking about the imminent changes in
our profession and the impact and attendant
plan for the future of OADC. Well, the plan for
2020 went out the window when the vehicle for
change abruptly came in a completely different
form, resulting in one of the most unpredictable
and trying years in our lifetimes. In the words
of the Grateful Dead – “what a long, strange
LLOYD BERNSTEIN
trip it’s been.” But, even with the unexpected
change in plans, OADC managed to accomplish many of its goals
thanks to the institutional fortitude of this great organization.

On the flip side, the pandemic pushed OADC to rapidly rethink
and improve its platforms for delivering CLEs, webinars, and
other programming. While we look forward to the day we can all,
once again, conference and socialize in person at Sunriver, the
Fall Seminar, and other events, OADC now has the systems and
processes in place to readily host events remotely. Like it or not,
remote engagement and virtual communication are now the norm,
not the exception. In addition, OADC launched its Monthly Digest
keeping members apprised of monthly happenings, started a
LinkedIn page in effort to broaden its member communications,
and is now providing The Verdict™ electronically to accommodate
the current work-from-home directives. Please continue to
provide your good feedback on all of these platforms and the
programming, as it has been instrumental in OADC’s planning for
next year. Big picture, OADC’s timeline for updating and improving
how it provides content and information has been accelerated to
the benefit of its membership.

Before the pandemic fully took hold, OADC rolled out a renewed
mission statement, refreshed logo, and updated website. As
the pandemic came to the fore, OADC rose to the occasion and
worked with Chief Justice Walters, and other bar groups and
leaders, to help respond to its impact on the courts and the
practice of law. Having the legal community come together in the
immediate aftermath of the pandemic shutdown is something we
should all be proud of as Oregon lawyers. To that end, in addition
to engaging with various work groups on solutions to keep the
civil practice of law operating, OADC successfully led the Chief
Justice’s Courthouse Mask Project with the generous support of
our members and the community at large. OADC’s collaborative
efforts to respond to the impact of the pandemic continue as
we all look to traverse what is hopefully the last surge before
we finally turn the corner toward better times and slowly return,

In addition to the pandemic, we of course also experienced the
events and political unrest that magnified racial and societal
inequities locally and across our nation, which starkly served to
remind us of the responsibilities we—the legal profession—have
to promote equality and uphold access to justice. To that end,
OADC is proud to announce that it has partnered with several of
its sister and other community organizations to help develop,
and is a lead sponsor of, the First Annual Oregon Diversity
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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I want to thank all of OADC’s great sponsors for their flexibility
and reliable support. I want to thank our Practice Group and other
leaders for their sustained effort. I especially want to thank all
of the Board members for their hard work and dedication, going
above and beyond the call of duty in volunteering their time
and resources during this very taxing year. I can say with great
confidence that OADC is in excellent hands going forward with the
resilient leadership that is in place. Of course, I also want to thank
all of our members—the backbone of this great organization—for
your commitment, without which OADC could not and would not
continue to thrive even during this unprecedented period. It is
OADC’s strong foundation that has allowed it to navigate these
challenging times and remain the envy of our sister state defense
bar organizations across the country. This too shall pass, and the
future of OADC remains bright and full of opportunity.

Legal Professional Job Fair. The goal of the Oregon Diversity
Legal Professional Job Fair is to bring together employers and
practicing legal professionals so that our attorney, paralegal,
and legal workforce can better reflect the community we serve.
OADC is equally proud to launch the rollout of its Diversity and
Inclusion Affinity Group, and strongly encourages all members to
join, participate, and help shape its mission. There will be more
to come in the new year on both of these exciting fronts. And
OADC will continue its efforts to monitor and engage, when and
where appropriate, in what is sure to be a very interesting 2021
legislative session, and will keep members informed of key events
and legislation that impact the civil defense practice and judicial
system.
It has been an honor and privilege to serve as OADC’s President
and steer the ship through this unexpected journey—it was an
experience like none other that I will always relish. To that end,

Take care and stay safe.
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Non-Resident Insurance Carriers in Coverage
Disputes Beware, Anticipate, and if Possible, Avoid
the Lengthy Reach of the Long-Arm Statute
Joshua D. Stadtler
Caulin M. Price
Dunn Carney

of Michigan under 28 USC § 1404(a). The Washington district
court judge held that it had specific personal jurisdiction over
the carrier. Even so, after considering the factors described in
Jones v. GNC Franchising,4 Inc., the court concluded that the
convenience-based § 1404(a) transfer was appropriate.5

An out-of-state insurance carrier’s best protection against the
disadvantages of being forced to litigate in a foreign jurisdiction
is to be the first to the courthouse—in its home state—forcing
the adverse party to suffer the disadvantages,
including the associated costs, of litigating
in a distant, unfamiliar forum. Neglecting to
file first exposes the carrier to the risk of
defending against a claim in a foreign state
like Washington (more so than Oregon), which
might have unfavorable coverage denial law
JOSHUA D. STADTLER
(e.g., bad faith) and the corresponding greater
potential exposure (e.g., punitive damages).1

The low bar to establishing specific jurisdiction over out-ofstate carriers
The first takeaway from T-Mobile is just how low the bar is for
an out-of-state carrier to be subjected to specific personal
jurisdiction in a forum state when a resident of that state
files suit seeking coverage. Washington, like Oregon, has
an insurance-specific provision in its long-arm statute.6 But
because most states, including Washington and Oregon,7
extend jurisdiction to the federal due process limit, the issue
usually comes down to whether exercising jurisdiction over the
out-of-state carrier would violate due process. That was the
case in T-Mobile.8

But T-Mobile USA, Inc. v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co.,2 a recent decision
from the Western District of Washington, demonstrates
that carriers who lose the race to the courthouse still have
a potential escape route in the form of a discretionary
convenience-based 28 USC § 1404(a) transfer.
Convenience-based transfers

All it took for the court in T-Mobile to find purposeful availment
and forum-related activity under the due process test for
specific jurisdiction was the issuance of a COI to a Washington
resident at its Washington address that listed it as an additional
insured under a policy providing coverage throughout the
United States.9 In the court’s view, this sufficed to establish
an ongoing relationship with a Washington resident even
though the Washington resident was not actually covered as an
additional insured under the policy and the carrier had no direct
contact with the Washington resident.

In T-Mobile, a Washington-based company claimed entitlement
to additional insured status under a Michigan-based
construction contractor’s policy on the basis
of a certificate of insurance (COI) issued to it in
Washington by a Michigan-based independent
broker.3 The Michigan-based carrier never
issued an endorsement naming or otherwise
covering the Washington company as an
additional insured under the policy. When a
CAULIN M. PRICE person was catastrophically injured at the
Washington company’s project site in New York City, the
company tendered the injury claim and the carrier declined
coverage.

Turning to reasonableness, the court was unmoved by the
carrier’s uncontroverted evidence that its connection with the
forum state was virtually nonexistent. As is not uncommon
within the industry, for the inchoate right to do business in the
state, the carrier maintained a registration with the Washington
insurance commissioner. But the carrier had never issued a
policy, collected a premium, or otherwise transacted business
in Washington. Nor did it have an office, employee, or agent
located there. Still, the court found its exercise of jurisdiction
over the carrier to be reasonable.

The Washington company responded by initiating an action
in Washington state court for declaratory relief. The carrier
removed to the U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Washington on the basis of diversity jurisdiction then moved
to dismiss the complaint for lack of personal jurisdiction and in
the alternative to transfer the action to the Western District

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Transfer of venue as a way home

should consider quickly filing a declaratory judgment action
in its home state to allow the question to be litigated there
in the first instance. If the carrier does not take expedient
preemptive action, and the party seeking coverage files suit
in a distant jurisdiction, the carrier should seek to dismiss on
lack of personal jurisdiction grounds with an eye to persuading
the judge that a discretionary § 1404(a) transfer is appropriate.
Moving to transfer venue, even in the alternative, can be a
powerful—if unpredictable—tool.

Although out-of-state carriers face an uphill jurisdictional
battle, T-Mobile gives them hope in the form of a discretionary
convenience-based 28 USC § 1404(a) transfer. Upon a review
of the eight Jones factors, the court accepted the insurance
company’s argument that the Western District of Michigan
was the appropriate venue and thus found that a transfer there
was “in the interest of justice.” Importantly, the court reasoned
that, while the plaintiff’s choice of forum receives “substantial
deference,” a substantial part of the events giving rise to the
coverage dispute happened in Michigan. In fact, the carrier
issued both the policy and the COI in Michigan and most of the
key witnesses and documents were located there, including
those of the independent broker that issued the COI and the
insured, neither of whom were parties. Washington had little, if
any, connection to the litigation, in the court’s eyes, aside from
the plaintiff’s fortuitous residence there.

Endnotes

The discretionary venue transfer analysis in T-Mobile provides
a framework for out-of-state carriers hoping to litigate cases in
their home state that are initially brought elsewhere. It is hardly
a slam dunk, however. District courts are afforded discretion
when deciding whether to transfer venue under § 1404(a), and
that discretion is exercised on a “caseby-case consideration of convenience
and fairness.”10 The reviewability of any
such decision is limited and thus much
could depend on the particular bent of the
federal judge the carrier draws. While the
court in T-Mobile accepted the carrier’s
argument that its home state was the
appropriate forum, the inquiry could
just as easily have come out differently,
particularly with slightly different facts.
In T-Mobile, two key nonparty players,
the independent broker that issued the
COI and the insured, both happened to be
residents of the same state as the carrier.

1.

Compare RCW § 48.01.030, RCW § 48.30.015, and WAC § 284-30330, with ORS 746.230 and Emp’rs Fire Ins. Co. v. Love It Ice Cream
Co., 64 Or App 784, 790-92 (1983).

2.

No C20-0567-JCC, 2020 WL 4788021 (WD Wash Aug 18, 2020).

3.

Id. at *1.

4.

211 F3d 495, 498-99 (9th Cir 2000).

5.

T-Mobile, 2020 WL 4788021 at *9.

6.

Compare ORCP 4 I, with RCW 4.28.185(d).

7.

Compare ORCP 4 L, with Tyee Const. Co. v. Dulien Steel Prods., Inc.,
62 Wash 2d 106, 109-115 (1963).

8.

T-Mobile, 2020 WL 4788021, at *7.

9.

T-Mobile, 2020 WL 4788021, at *5.

10. See id. at *8 (quoting Jones, 211 F3d at 498) (internal quotation
marks omitted).

Conclusion
T-Mobile demonstrates the need for
carriers and their coverage counsel to
be proactive and to act quickly when a
resident of a far-flung jurisdiction claims
insured status. Immediately after learning
of the possibility of such a claim, a carrier
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Virtual Appearance: Going to Court
in Your Living Room
Alice Newlin
Lindsay Hart

To do so, an advocate should consider both the basics of
the appearance and the subtle, unconscious elements of
communication in preparing for the appearance. The basics include
the usual considerations of grooming and attire, with the added
challenges of lighting, microphone quality, background noise,
and décor. Many lawyers now have a “Zoom room” set up in a
home office—a (hopefully) quiet and interruption-proof area with
neutral colors, good lighting, and a surface to put the camera and
microphone at the appropriate height. A trial consultant I spoke
with advised waist-up, rather than “talking head,” framing for the
camera. If good sound quality is possible without headphones,
avoid them. To preview the appearance, practice in the room with
a trusted colleague using the computer and lighting setup and the
same or a similar videoconferencing program.

Across Oregon, attorneys and courts have been adapting to a new
practice format for everything from depositions to dispositive
motions to appeals. In many places, in-person court appearances
are still not safe, and so we have turned to video
as the closest facsimile. Video appearances bring
a variety of challenges, from the technical to the
strategic. And for those of us who have found
ourselves in one video conference after another
for work, plus helping children with remote
learning, only to spend our weekends in Zoom
birthday parties or chats with distant family, we
ALICE NEWLIN
know that video does not replace face-to-face
engagement. It is both less effective and more tiring. In court,
the video platform leaves advocates wondering whether they are
doing the best for their clients and how to make the most of this
difficult situation. But, despite these challenges, there are actions
that courts and advocates alike can take to restore some sense of
normalcy.

Figure out how to make “eye” contact
The subtle aspects of communication and advocacy are more
challenging to address than making sure the camera view is not
backlit. Communication, particularly with the court, is a matter
not just of facts and law, but of trust. “Video chats have also
been shown to inhibit trust because we can’t look one another
in the eye.”2 It is critical to consider ways to reclaim some of the
trust that is lost in the video format. Normally, looking a person in
the eye begets a sense of connection and allows both parties to
“mirror” each other, reflecting subtle shifts in tone, emotion, and
thinking, thereby building empathy. But, if a lawyer looks into the
“eye” of a judge as shown in the video feed, what the judge sees is
a lawyer looking to the side or, depending on where the camera is,
looking up or down, which can be subconsciously misinterpreted
as signs of deception or evasion. Also, frequent Zoom users will
know how distracting our own faces are; it is hard not to look
at yourself during argument, which further frays the ability to
connect with the judge.

Consider going “audio only”
First, perhaps counterintuitively, consider going “audio only.” Video
might seem like a better approximation of in-person arguments,
but it may create more problems than it solves. The way pixelated,
prone to lagging videos disrupt our ability to accurately read
facial expressions, anticipate a person’s responses, and mentally
match what is being said with nonverbal cues can be so disruptive
that some experts believe “no facial cues are better than faulty
ones”—indeed, the “absence of visual input might even heighten
people’s sensitivity to what’s being said.”1 It may be easier for
both advocates and judges to listen to and understand each other
in purely audio formats than over video.
If video is necessary, set the stage
Next, where video is required, it is important to acknowledge as
an advocate that the skillsets we have honed over time and the
expertise we have developed in presenting our arguments are
not perfectly suited to this new format. Relying on instinctive
responses, rapport with the court, and knowledge of the case law
may not produce the usual results. We must develop additional
skills and change longstanding habits to be effective.

Reclaiming trust requires both an acknowledgement that eye
contact and mirroring are very challenging in virtual settings and a
willingness to embrace the unnaturalness of the circumstances.
If possible, turn off or cover up your own image; in a normal
courtroom a lawyer would not look in the mirror the whole time,
so there is no reason to do so on video. Then, look directly into
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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the camera, not at the judge’s face on the screen. This way, you
can listen deeply and give the impression of eye contact. The
impression is false and will feel very awkward at first but, from
the perspective of the bench, this type of “eye” contact should
better replicate the indicators of trust present in a courtroom
appearance.

presentation with the difficulties created by video appearances in
mind.
It’ll never be the same
Finally, prepare yourself to leave the experience feeling less
satisfied than usual. Many of us love appearing in court and thrive
in that environment, getting a boost from winning a motion or
defeating an opponent’s claim. But that boost is reduced in this
format, smoothed away by the same technology that compresses
our voices and images to send through the internet. Without
it, advocates may need to be more vigilant about burnout and
frustration, and we need to take better care of ourselves and each
other.

Be simple, direct, and clear
Video conferencing is more tiring and takes more concentration
than in-person communication. The 15 to 30 minutes allotted for
oral argument will feel like hours to both attorneys and judges,
leaving all participants more frustrated and fatigued. In 1844,
lawyers argued a case before the United States Supreme Court
for ten days.3 Obviously, courts do not have arguments like that
anymore, and judges have not cultivated that level of patience and
endurance. Assume both you and the court will have less focus
and be less attentive than usual, and create an argument outline
as simple, direct, and clear as possible. Adjust the cadence of the
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Gimme a Second Chance! – ORCP
64 Motions for a New Trial
David W. Cramer
MB Law Group

on ORCP 64 B(1), but the Supreme Court has signaled that juror
confusion is not an “irregularity” that would support a new trial.4

You tried your case. The verdict was not what you had hoped. Now
what? You can appeal, you can move for judgment notwithstanding
the verdict (“JNOV”),1 or you can seek a second chance in the
trial court. A motion for a new trial under ORCP 64 is available
regardless of whether the case was tried to a jury or to the court.
But act quickly, because under ORCP 64 F, a party has only 10 days
from the entry of the contested judgment to seek a new trial, and
the court must hear and decide the motion within 55 days. Neither
deadline is impacted if another party files a notice of appeal.

Under ORCP 64 B(2), misconduct of jurors or the prevailing party
can be a basis for a new trial. The burden to prove juror misconduct
is high. To gain a new trial on juror misconduct, juror affidavits must
“establish misconduct that amounts to a criminal obstruction
of justice such as fraud, bribery, or forcible coercion.”5 Evidence
that jurors were subject to mere bullying, verbal harassment,
and intimidation by another juror is insufficient to overturn a jury
verdict.6

Raise it or waive it

In contrast, a prevailing party’s misconduct need not rise to
the level of criminal contempt in order to justify a new trial. For
example, in Golik v. CBS Corporation,7 the defendant discovered
that certain documents had not been produced by the plaintiff
prior to trial. The trial court found that the lack of an explanation
from plaintiff’s counsel supported an inference of intentional
misconduct, and the Court of Appeals deferred to that finding.
While Golik leaves open the question of whether intentional
misconduct is actually required to support a new trial under ORCP
64 B(2), the language of the opinion suggests that an innocent
mistake may not be enough.

If you are considering a motion for JNOV under ORCP 63, strongly
consider filing a motion for a new trial also. Under ORCP 63 C, if
a motion for JNOV is filed and not joined with an
alternative motion for a new trial, then the right to
ask for a new trial is waived—even the appellate
courts are precluded from granting a new trial as
a remedy. In Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Tualatin
Tire & Auto, Inc.,2 Goodyear moved for JNOV on a
limited issue, but it did not also move for a new
DAVID W. CRAMER trial. When the case reached the Supreme Court,
the court held that ORCP 63 C barred a new trial because a “party’s
failure to move for a new trial at that point establishes that party’s
unwillingness to accept that remedy for the error asserted in the
[JNOV] motion.”3

To obtain a new trial under ORCP 64 B(3), the moving party must
demonstrate “[a]ccident or surprise which ordinary prudence could
not have guarded against.” ORCP 64 B(3) has not been analyzed
at the appellate level yet. But, presumably, either the surprise
introduction of new evidence or the presentation of evidence that
was previously excluded under a motion in limine could support a
new trial if objections were timely raised.

Six bases for a new trial and impairment of substantial right
The grounds for awarding a new trial are set forth in ORCP 64
B(1)–(6). A new trial may be granted when the moving party’s
substantial rights were materially affected by any of the following:
irregularity in the proceedings, misconduct of the jury or the
prevailing party, accident or surprise, newly discovered evidence,
insufficiency of the evidence, or an error of law that was timely
objected to. The movant must support motions brought under
subparagraphs (1) through (4) with affidavits or other sworn
declarations.

ORCP 64 B(4) is unique in that it requires the moving party to
show that the newly discovered evidence will probably change
the outcome if a new trial is granted.8 The moving party must also
show that the evidence (1) could not have been discovered with
reasonable diligence before trial; (2) could not with reasonable
diligence be used during trial; (3) is material to an issue; (4) is not
merely cumulative; and (5) does not merely impeach or contradict
former evidence.9 That burden differs from, and is in addition to,
the rule’s general requirement that the moving party’s rights were
“materially affect[ed]” by the challenged act or omission.10

To obtain a new trial under ORCP 64 B(1), the “irregularity” in the
proceedings of the court, jury, or counsel must have “prevented
[the losing party] from receiving a fair trial.” Little case law exists
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ORCP 64 B(5) and (6) allow for a new trial based on insufficiency
of the evidence and erroneous legal rulings, respectively. Motions
under these subsections do not require additional evidentiary
submissions.

7.

306 Or App 202, 211-12 (2020).

8.

Id. at 220 (quoting State v. Arnold, 320 Or 111, 120 (1994)).

9.

Arnold, 320 Or at 120-21.

10. See Oberg v. Honda Motor Co., 316 Or 263, 272 (1993), rev’d on other
grounds, 512 US 415 (1994) (importing requirements under statutory
predecessor to ORCP 64 B(4)).

Consider the scope of the motion
Finally, when seeking a new trial, consider whether you want the
new proceeding to encompass some or all of
the issues decided in the initial proceeding.
This decision depends both on whether
the trial is to a jury and on the nature of
the dispute. For example, in a two-party
personal injury case tried to a jury, it may
be difficult for the jurors to separate fault
from damages, and the new trial should
generally encompass all contested issues.11
Conversely, in a complex case with multiple,
unrelated findings, a new trial need not be
sought on all issues decided by the court or
jury, because ORCP 64 A defines a new trial
as the “reexamination of an issue of fact
in the same court after judgment.” Thus,
findings of fact favorable to the moving
party need not always be raised in a motion
for a new trial.

11. Maxwell v. Port. Terminal RR Co., 253 Or 573, 577 (1969).

Don’t be afraid to ask for a second chance
On appeal, it is easier to defend an order
granting a new trial than to obtain reversal
of a verdict against your client. Such
an order can also be a powerful chip in
negotiating a post-verdict settlement.
So don’t be afraid: Ask for a second
chance.
Endnotes
1.

Judgment non obstante veredicto is the Latin
phrase giving rise to the acronym. See, e.g.,
Snyder v. Portland Railway, Light & Power Co.,
107 Or 673, 676 (1923).

2.

325 Or 46 (1997).

3.

Id. at 51.

4.

State v. Woodman, 341 Or 105, 113-14
(2006).

5.

Hill v. Lagrand Indus. Supply Co., 193 Or App
730, 736 (2004).

6.

Id. at 739.
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Torts

claim brought against a public body, “notwithstanding any other
provision of ORS chapter 12 or other statute providing a limitation
on the commencement of an action.” The court explained that ORS
30.275(9) supersedes statutes of limitation, rather than statutes
that “toll or extend the time in which to file an action, provide when
an action is commenced, or operate as any mechanism other than
a time limit on classes of claims.” Sherman, 303 Or App at 581
(internal quotation marks and citation omitted). Thus, “the issue
is whether ORS 12.117 is just a statute of limitation or whether it
accomplishes other legislative objectives.” Id.

Oregon Court of Appeals reverses dismissal of
negligence claim filed against DHS more than 10 years
after the alleged injury where the action was based on
child abuse
In Sherman v. State, 303 Or App 574, 464 P3d 144 (Apr 15, 2020),
rev allowed, 366 Or 825 (Aug 27, 2020), the Oregon Court of
Appeals held that ORS 30.275(9) of the Oregon Tort Claims Act
(OTCA) does not supersede ORS 12.117’s exception to the statute
of ultimate repose. Under that holding, a plaintiff may bring a
claim for negligent injury against a public body more than 10 years
after its alleged occurrence if the claim is based on conduct that
constitutes child abuse.

In considering that question, the Court of Appeals determined that
ORS 12.117 is more than just a statute of limitation because it
expressly exempts claims based on child abuse from the statute
of ultimate repose, and it creates an extended limitation period for
such claims. Based on that determination, the court held that ORS
30.275(9) does not supersede ORS 12.117. As a result, the court
concluded that the statute of ultimate repose does not apply to
claims encompassed by ORS 12.117. Moving forward, Sherman v.
State increases exposure for public bodies unless reversed by the
Oregon Supreme Court.
Josh Sherman
		 Hart Wagner

In 1987, the Department of Human Services (“DHS”) placed
plaintiff in a foster home, where plaintiff was abused as a child. As
an adult, plaintiff requested a copy of her DHS file, which allegedly
showed that DHS knew about the abuse, but did nothing to protect
her. More than 10 years after the abuse occurred, but within two
years of discovering that DHS allegedly was aware of the abuse,
plaintiff filed a negligence claim against DHS.
In moving to dismiss plaintiff’s complaint, DHS argued that
plaintiff’s negligence claim was time-barred by the 10-year statute
of ultimate repose under ORS 12.115. DHS argued that ORS
12.117’s exemption for claims based on child abuse does not apply
to public bodies, such as DHS, because ORS 30.275(9)’s two-year
statute of limitations for all claims against public bodies under the
OTCA supersedes ORS 12.117. The trial court agreed and dismissed
plaintiff’s claim as untimely. Plaintiff appealed, and the Oregon
Court of Appeals reversed and remanded.

Professional Ethics
Pre-litigation disclosure of psychologist’s patient file to
university general counsel violated psychology board’s
ethical rules regarding disclosure
In Kerr v. Board of Psychologist Examiners, 304 Or App 95, 467
P3d 754 (May 13, 2020), the Oregon Court of Appeals held that
the psychology board did not err in finding that the petitioner,
a psychologist at a university, violated ethical standards by
disclosing confidential student counseling records at the
instruction of a university attorney.

The Court of Appeals began by explaining that ORS 12.117
provides an extended statute of limitations for actions based
on conduct that constitutes child abuse. The statute allows a
victim of child abuse to bring a claim before turning age 40, or
within 5 years of discovering the causal connection between the
injury and child abuse. The statute is silent, however, on whether
it applies to public bodies. The court then explained that ORS
30.275(9) establishes a two-year statute of limitations for any

Petitioner was the director of a university’s student counseling
center. A student sought mental-health counseling from the
counseling center after reporting a sexual assault by three
university students. The student subsequently hired an attorney
to bring legal action against the university for potential liability
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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arising out of the alleged sexual assault. The student’s attorney
wrote a litigation-hold letter to the university’s general counsel,
advising that the university had a duty to preserve relevant
evidence in anticipation of litigation and to “instruct all University
employees, including the ‘key players,’ to produce electronic
copies of their relevant active files.” The letter did not reference
petitioner or the counseling center.

mediation, the records were not subject to discovery and
remained confidential mediation communications under ORS
36.220(3).
Taylor B. Lewis
		 Hart Wagner

The student subsequently submitted a signed release for her
counseling records to her attorney. A short time later, the student
and the university engaged in pre-litigation mediation. During
mediation, the student’s attorney gave some of the counseling
records to the university’s counsel concerning the damages
claim. The mediation failed.

Bureau of Labor and Industries documents held
inadmissible in trial of hostile work environment claim

Employment

In H.K. v. Spine Surgery Ctr. of Eugene, LLC, 305 Or App 606, 470 P3d
403 (July 29, 2020), the Oregon Court of Appeals held that a trial
court erred by admitting BOLI investigation documents during the
trial of a hostile work environment claim.

Before a lawsuit was filed, the university’s general counsel
told petitioner he needed copies of the student’s records to
comply with the litigation hold. Although petitioner had some
apprehensions, she delivered the records the next day.

The H.K. case arose from allegations of sexual harassment by an
employee against her former employer, a medical clinic. Plaintiff
alleged that the owner of the clinic created a hostile work
environment through unwelcome physical contact with her as well
as inappropriate statements. Plaintiff asserted sexual harassment
claims under ORS 659A.029 and ORS 659A.030, as well as claims
for battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress.

The student learned about the release of her patient records to
the university’s attorneys and wrote to the psychology board to
express her objections to the release of her records without her
consent. Thereafter, the psychology board accused petitioner
of violating its ethical standards and, following a hearing, found
that the petitioner had breached her duty to protect confidential
information and to disclose it only with client consent.

Shortly before trial, plaintiff filed a motion in limine seeking
admission of certain BOLI documents from a complaint filed
against the clinic by another former employee, O’Bannon. The BOLI
documents included O’Bannon’s sexual harassment complaint
against the clinic, a written statement by O’Bannon, and a
preliminary “substantial evidence” determination memorandum by
a BOLI investigator. The clinic, in turn, sought to exclude the BOLI
documents as irrelevant hearsay. The trial court reserved ruling on
admissibility of the BOLI documents until trial.

On appeal, petitioner argued that the litigation-hold letter
language instructing the university to have the “key players”
“produce” their files was “express consent” for disclosure. She
also argued that the law applicable to litigation holds required
production. The Oregon Court of Appeals disagreed, finding that
the board reasonably concluded that the litigation-hold letter
merely put the university on notice to preserve records and
that the letter’s use of the word “produce” had no application
to petitioner because it did not reference petitioner or the
counseling center as “key players.” The court also found that
the “law” surrounding litigation holds did not require disclosure
because preserving documents in anticipation of litigation is a
“matter of prudent practice,” not a legally expressed mandate.

At trial, plaintiff introduced the BOLI documents through the
testimony of O’Bannon. The clinic repeated its relevance and
hearsay objections, but the trial court ruled that the documents
were admissible to prove the clinic’s knowledge of the alleged
conduct. After the jury returned a substantial verdict in plaintiff’s
favor, the clinic appealed, and the Oregon Court of Appeals reversed.
The Court of Appeals started by holding that the BOLI documents
were not relevant to plaintiff’s claims. The court reasoned that a
plaintiff in a hostile work environment claim only needs to prove
an employer’s knowledge of harassment when the conduct is
by a person other than the employer or someone standing in the
employer’s shoes, such as a coworker or a supervisor acting without
the employer’s authority. Because the H.K. plaintiff alleged the
owner of the clinic harassed her, there was no need for her to also

Petitioner also argued that the student waived confidentiality
under OEC 511 because a significant part of the records were
shared during mediation. The Oregon Court of Appeals again
disagreed, reasoning that voluntary disclosure of privileged
material does not waive the privilege if the disclosure is itself
privileged. Under ORS 36.220(1)(a), mediation communications
are privileged, and because the student had not sued before
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prove the clinic had notice of his alleged conduct. The clinic would
be directly liable for any harassment by its owner.

the work, not the actual exercise of control. The right to control is
assessed by applying four non-exclusive factors: (1) direct evidence
of the right to, or the exercise of, control; (2) method of payment; (3)
the furnishing of equipment; and (4) the right to fire.

The Court of Appeals also determined that admission of the BOLI
documents was not harmless. While plaintiff’s attorney warranted
that he would use the BOLI documents only to prove the clinic
had notice, he instead relied on them heavily during O’Bannon’s
testimony, cross-examination of the clinic owner, and closing
argument. He also offered the substantial-evidence memorandum
by the BOLI investigator in the O’Bannon case as an exhibit, which
the jury took with them during deliberations. Based on the trial
court’s error in admitting the BOLI documents, the Court of Appeals
reversed and remanded for a new trial.
Jamison McCune
		 Bodyfelt Mount

A threshold question in the application of these factors to this case
was whether the factors can ever point to more than one employer
at the same time. Defendant argued that only one entity can be
an “employer.” The Court of Appeals disagreed and explained that
nothing precludes multiple employers—that is, more than one
person or entity with the right to control an employee—and that this
proposition is well established.
In the present case, the court noted that defendant had hired
plaintiff pursuant to a written contract that explicitly reserved
the right to control plaintiff and, in fact, assumed the contractual
obligation to provide day-to-day supervision. Further, defendant
required plaintiff to sign and abide by its policy manual and cited
plaintiff’s failure to abide by this as a partial reason for termination.
The court did not offer any opinion whether the library district was
also an employer, but held that defendant was plaintiff’s employer
as a matter of law and reversed the trial court’s ruling.
Joel C. Petersen
		 Hodgkinson Street Mepham

Oregon Court of Appeals reverses summary judgment
based on who constitutes an “employer”
In McClusky v. City of North Bend, 308 Or App 138, -- P3d -- (Dec 23,
2020), the Oregon Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s grant
of summary judgment on the issue of whether defendant was an
“employer” as defined in ORS 659A.001(4)(a).
Plaintiff, a technology systems manager for a library service
district, brought statutory claims for employment discrimination
and unlawful retaliation after being terminated. Defendant
previously had entered into an intergovernmental agreement
whereby defendant would hire the technology systems manager
and house the position in defendant’s public library as part of an
intergovernmental library district. Plaintiff was hired by defendant
and signed personnel documents, including an agreement to
abide by defendant’s personnel manual and policies. Plaintiff
subsequently was terminated by defendant after recommendation
from the director of the library district. Defendant provided written
notice to the plaintiff, which stated that plaintiff’s employment with
defendant was terminated.

Torts
Courts assess “uniquely tragic facts” when considering
comparative fault in cases involving outpatient suicide
In Gardner v. Oregon Health Sciences University, 299 Or App 280,
450 P3d 558 (2019), the Oregon Court of Appeals held that there
is no per se rule against asserting comparative fault in cases
involving outpatient suicide. In Gardner, the personal representative
of decedent’s estate brought a wrongful death action against
decedent’s mental health providers. The complaint alleged that
defendants failed to obtain and consider decedent’s history, ensure
removal of a gun from her possession, hospitalize her, or develop
and implement a safety plan. In response, defendants raised
comparative fault as a defense, arguing that decedent’s death
resulted from her own actions for a variety of specified reasons.

The issue on appeal was whether defendant was plaintiff’s
employer. Defendant argued that it was merely a “fiscal agent”
and that day-to-day supervision of plaintiff fell to the director of
the library district. The Court of Appeals disagreed, holding that
defendant was plaintiff’s “employer” for purposes of ORS chapter
659A.

Plaintiff filed a motion in limine with the trial court to exclude any
reference to a comparative fault defense. The trial court denied the
motion, and the jury assigned 42 percent of the responsibility to
defendants and 58 percent to the decedent. Consequently, the trial
court entered a general judgment of dismissal and an award of costs
in favor of defendants. As a side note, plaintiff moved for a new
trial on grounds that defense counsel made disparaging comments

In addressing the issue of whether defendant was the “employer”
of plaintiff, the Court of Appeals explained that the most important
factor in determining whether an individual is an employee or an
independent contractor is whether the defendant has the right to
control or interfere with the manner and method of accomplishing
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about plaintiff’s witness during closing arguments, but the trial
court denied the motion.
On appeal, plaintiff argued that the trial court erroneously denied
the motion in limine and allowed the jury to consider the decedent’s
comparative fault. Plaintiff further contended that the trial court
erred in denying a motion for a new trial. The Oregon Court of
Appeals focused its analysis on whether the trial court properly
allowed the jury to consider decedent’s comparative fault and
identified no reversible error regarding all other issues.

two statutory employment claims and a common-law wrongful
discharge claim. Plaintiff filed her original complaint one day
before the applicable limitations period had run. At the time of
plaintiff’s termination, the hotel where she worked was a registered
corporation, doing business under an assumed business name.
She filed her complaint against “Komal Patel, an individual, dba
University Inn & Suites,” which was factually incorrect. Patel was
served with the complaint and a summons addressed to "Komal
Patel."

Relying on limited case law, plaintiff argued that, as a matter of
law, mental health providers cannot assert comparative fault when
a decedent commits suicide. Plaintiff reasoned that decedent’s
failure to seek help or professional advice was a symptom of her
underlying condition and should be expected. Therefore, plaintiff
asserted that decedent’s mental health providers had a duty to
prevent her suicide. Respondents countered that Oregon has no
per se rule against asserting comparative fault in cases involving
outpatient treatment and that the court should evaluate the
“uniquely tragic facts” of each case.

Later, plaintiff’s counsel learned from defendants’ counsel that it
was believed that Patel had been incorrectly sued and that the two
business entities were the correct defendants. Plaintiff then served
the complaint on Patel as registered agent of the two business
entities, and thereafter filed an amended complaint naming the two
businesses as defendants. The amended complaint was filed after
the statute of limitations had run on plaintiff's statutory claims. The
defendants moved for summary judgment on all of the claims on
the grounds that the statutory claims were time barred and that the
wrongful discharge claim was unavailable to plaintiff.

Following a two-step approach, the Oregon Court of Appeals
concluded that the trial court properly allowed defendants to
plead and prove comparative fault. First, the court determined
that, as a matter of law, Oregon’s comparative fault statute, ORS
31.600, does not provide a special exception relating to actions
against mental health providers in the context of an outpatient
suicide. Second, the court concluded that comparative fault was
an appropriate defense under the facts of the particular case at
issue because decedent engaged in conduct that undermined the
treatment that was the subject of plaintiff’s wrongful-death claim.
The court reasoned that these circumstances are distinguishable
from inappropriately attributing fault to the act of committing
suicide itself while in a custodial setting.
Rachel G. Wolfard
		 Hart Wagner

The issue on appeal was whether plaintiff had “changed the parties”
when she named the business entities as defendants for the first
time in her amended complaint. In deciding that issue, the Oregon
Court of Appeals held that, as to the statutory claims, plaintiff’s
amended complaint related back to her original complaint under
ORCP 23 C, because the business entities “should have reasonably
understood from the original complaint that they were the intended
defendants.” The court explained that, when determining whether
an amendment changes a party, there is a distinction between a
“misnomer” (an error in stating what the correctly chose defendant
is called) and a “misidentification” (a mistake in choosing which
person or entity to sue).
In this case, the court agreed this was an instance of misnomer and
that the amendment did not change a party, thereby allowing the
amended complaint to relate back and making the statutory claims
timely. The court explained that when Patel was served with the
original complaint—naming Patel individually and the business by its
assumed name—Patel should have understood from the pleadings
that the two proper business entities were the correct and intended
defendants. Moreover, plaintiff amended her complaint and served
Patel in a registered agent capacity only after defendants’ counsel
had stated that the business entities were the correct defendants
and, thus, plaintiff’s amended complaint and summons on those
defendants only confirmed such.

Civil Procedure
Oregon Court of Appeals reverses summary judgment
based on expiration of statute of limitations
In Vergara v. Patel, 305 Or App 288, 471 P3d 141 (July 8, 2020), the
Oregon Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s grant of summary
judgment based upon expiration of the statute of limitations
because plaintiff had failed to name two corporate defendants who
were the proper parties to the suit.

Joel C. Petersen
		 Hodgkinson Street Mepham

Plaintiff, a hotel housekeeper who had been terminated, brought
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Safe to say, pretty much everyone is ready to put the lid on

on the presidential election, state results largely mirrored

2020 and move forward to the coming year. Calling the year

federal trends: Oregonians continued to elect Democrats to

“unprecedented” is cliché, but it certainly has raised new issues

state-wide and congressional offices, but for the first time in a

and plenty of questions on the legislative

decade, Republicans gained a seat in the legislature. 2021 may

front. This year the Oregon legislature called

show us how legislators gauge the political mood of the state’s

several special sessions to respond to the

electorate.

pandemic and episodes of civil unrest. State
agencies have also scrambled to respond from

Legislative business has been a roller-coaster

an administrative perspective. The prospect
for conducting a full legislative session in

this year. The legislature experienced a

2021 is anything but clear. OADC will continue
ROCKY DALLUM

meltdown of the regular session in February

closely watching a handful of policy and

budget issues, but how those play out in a partially virtual
session in the new year is anyone’s guess.

(over carbon emissions policy), reconvened

Legislative business has been a roller-coaster this year. The

twice before the end of summer, and met just

legislature experienced a meltdown of the regular session in

before Christmas with protestors smashing

February (over carbon emissions policy), reconvened twice

Capitol windows and assaulting journalists.

before the end of summer, and met just before Christmas
with protestors smashing Capitol windows and assaulting
journalists. The special session topics in 2020 ranged from
COVID, police accountability, and the state’s dynamic budget

State agencies have also been busy dealing with pandemic and

(as economists’ projections swung wildly each quarter).

fire-related issues. Most notably Oregon OSHA released new

Throughout the fall, the governor and presiding officers of the

rules over infectious diseases, keeping employers, attorneys,

House and the Senate considered invoking Article X-A of the

and lobbyists busy. OADC will continue closely following the

state constitution to convene a special session in light of a

evolving debates over COVID-related employment laws, liability

“catastrophic disaster.” Ultimately, the legislature convened

shields stemming from COVID claims, workers’ compensation

its Third Special Session in person, just as it had with the

eligibility related to positive cases, and the ever-shifting filing

previous special sessions. Lawmakers extended the moratorium

deadlines for litigants.

on evictions, authorized financial support for tenants and

The 2021 Legislative Session is scheduled to convene on

residential landlords, limited liability of school districts for

January 19th, with the state budget, evolving pandemic

COVID-related claims, and allowed restaurants and bars to

response, and redistricting all on the docket. Before taking

provide “cocktails-on-the-go.” The legislature also allocated

up substance, the legislature will have to figure out how to

hundreds of millions to further respond to the pandemic and

manage a process that meets public health guidance, allows

September’s devastating wildfires.

for public participation, provides transparency, and meets

Unforgettably, 2020 also brought an election. In the midst of

state constitutional requirements. The session will commence

the state’s management of the multi-pronged disaster and

in person, move to a committee process virtually for the first

unrest response, our elected leaders worked to campaign in

several weeks or months, then transition back to live votes

a trying media cycle with public health considerations that

on the House and Senate floor at some point. If the past

restricted traditional campaigning. While most eyes were fixed

nine months has taught us anything, we don’t know how the
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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continued from previous page

legislative term will play out. Once the
legislature clears these procedural
hurdles, they will need to pass a budget
for the next biennium and set new political
boundaries in response to the 2020
census. The governor’s proposed budget
released in December and the state’s
financial response to the pandemic and
wildfires show us that plenty of fingers
are crossed for more financial support
from Congress, but that outcome is
anything but a sure bet.
OADC will work to manage its government
affairs agenda in this environment with a
few major topics on our radar. First, OADC
will be watching how the federal budget
and economic developments affect state
coffers and, in turn, the Oregon Judicial
Department budget, judicial salaries, and
our court system. Liability debates will
continue to be addressed in 2021, from
COVID-specific matters to the state of
the law on damage caps in light of the
Oregon Supreme Court’s Busch v. McInnis
Waste Systems, Inc. decision declaring
statutory limits on non-economic
damages unconstitutional. Employment
lawyers will want to keep an eye on issues
like workplace safety and independent
contractor status. Finally, OADC engages
perennially on efforts to change or expand
the laws governing claims settlement
and counsel’s role. We could see bills
proposing amendments to Oregon’s Unfair
Claims Settlement Practices Act (ORS
746.230), Unlawful Trade Practices Act
(ORS 646, et seq.), or new proposals that
augment counsel’s duty of “good-faith.”
The new year brings unique challenges to
crafting new laws and responding to all we
learned in 2020. We hope OADC members
will closely watch continued policy
discussions whether those happen in the
State Capitol or online, and engage where
all of our practices may be impacted.

OADC

The Oregon Association of Defense Counsel
State Political Action Committee (PAC)
The Voice of the Civil Defense Lawyer
The Oregon Association of Defense Counsel works to
protect the interests of its members before the Oregon
legislature, with a focus on:
• Changes in civil
practice and the
court system

• The judiciary and
trial court funding
• Access to justice

Your
contribution to
the Oregon Association of
Defense Counsel State PAC will support
OADC’s efforts in legislative activities
and government affairs.
The Oregon Association of
Defense Counsel has a compre
hensive government affairs
program, which includes
providing effective legislative
advocacy in Salem.

We need your help and support
to continue this important work.
All donations to the OADC State
PAC go to directly support our
efforts to protect the interests
of the Civil Defense Lawyer.

To make a contribution please contact the OADC
office to receive a donation form at 503.253.0527 or
800.461.6687 or info@oadc.com.
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Petitions For Review
Sara Kobak, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt
Case Notes Editor

The following is a brief summary of cases for which petitions for review have been granted by the Oregon Supreme Court. These
cases have been selected for their possible significance to OADC members; however, this summary is not intended to be an
exhaustive listing of the matters that are currently pending before the court. For a complete itemization of the petitions and other
cases, the reader is directed to the court’s Advance Sheet publication.

Friends of the Columbia Gorge v. Energy Facility Siting
Counsel, S067568. Argument scheduled for Jan. 7, 2021.

in logging road construction, maintenance, reconstruction or
improvements, including the closing or obliterating of existing
forest roads’ narrows the exemption as to equipment used for
logging road operations to excavators only.”

In this original proceeding, petitioners Friends of the Columbia
Gorge and certain other groups challenge rules that the Energy
Facility Siting Council adopted with assistance from the Oregon
Department of Energy. On review, the issues are: (1) “Do the
challenged rules exceed the council’s statutory authority by
unlawfully limiting each party’s participation in a contested
case solely to the issues raised by that party, in violation of the
Administrative Procedures Act’s mandate that all parties to a
contested case have the right to respond to all issues properly
before the presiding officer?”; and (2) “Do the challenged rules
exceed the council’s statutory authority by unlawfully authorizing
the Department of Energy to allow expansions or modifications of
previously approved energy facility site boundaries without any
council-approved site certificate for such changes, thus violating
the requirements of the Energy Facility Siting Act that no facility
may be constructed or expanded without a site certificate ‘for
the site thereof,’ ORS 469.320(1), and that every required site
certificate must be for ‘a particular site or sites,’ ORS 469.300(2),
approved by the council?”

Level 3 Communications, LLC v. Dep’t of Revenue, S067283.
Oral argument scheduled for March 15, 2021.
In this tax proceeding, the Oregon Tax Court determined
the real market value of centrally assessed property of a
telecommunications company for certain tax years. On direct
review to the Oregon Supreme Court, the issue presented is: “Does
Oregon’s central assessment regime, which taxes the value of a
company’s property on January 1 of each year that is used or held in
connection with certain industries, permit assessment of value of
the company itself from the standpoint of its shareholders?”
Deep Photonics Corporation v. Lachapelle, S067853
(A158705). 303 Or App 699, 466 P3d 660 (2020). Oral
argument scheduled for March 18, 2021
In a split opinion, a majority of the Oregon of Appeals held that the
trial court did not err in allowing the plaintiffs’ shareholder derivative
claims to be tried to a jury. The dissent disagreed, taking the view
that Article I, section 17, of the Oregon Constitution provides no
right to a jury trial in such a case. On review, the issues include: (1)
“If the relief requested is monetary, does the right to a jury trial
under Article I, section 17, and Article VII (Amended), section 3, of
the Oregon Constitution extend to shareholder derivative claims
for breach of fiduciary duty, which were equitable claims tried to
the court when the Oregon Constitution was adopted?”; and (2)
“When deciding whether to permit amendment under ORCP 23 A,
does a court employ the four-factor test from Safeport, Inc. v. Equip.
Roundup & Mfg., Inc., 184 Or App 690, 60 P3d 1076 (2002), rev den,
335 Or 255 (2003), or focus the inquiry on whether the amendment
‘would unduly prejudice the opposing party,’ C.O. Homes, LLC v.
Cleveland, 366 Or 207, 216, 460 P3d 494 (2020)?”

Bert Brundige, LLC v. Dep’t of Revenue, S067316. Argument
scheduled for Jan. 28, 2021.
In this tax proceeding, the Oregon Tax Court held that certain
equipment used in logging operations did not qualify for the
property tax exemption in ORS 307.827. On direct appeal to the
Oregon Supreme Court, the issues on review are: (1) “Whether ORS
307.827(2)(b)(A), which defines exempt ‘logging equipment’ as
machinery and equipment ‘[u]sed in logging or forest management
operations involving timber harvest[, ]’ encompasses equipment
used for only logging road operations”; and (2) “Whether ORS
307.827(2)(b)(C), which further defines exempt ‘logging equipment’
as machinery and equipment ‘[c]onsisting of excavators used

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WaterWatch of Oregon v. Water Resources Department,
S067938 (A165160). 304 Or App 617, 468 P3d 478 (2020).
Oral argument scheduled for May 3, 2021.

rental of any dwelling unit.” On review, the issues are: (1) “When
interpreting a statute, what weight may a court give to legislative
‘findings’ relative to the statute’s operative language, particularly
where the language in the legislative ‘findings’ differs from the
operative statutory text?”; and (2) “Can a local government
require state circuit courts to hear and adjudicate private parties’
claims that only a local government—not the legislature or the
people of Oregon—has authorized?”

In this water-rights case, a hydroelectric project entered into a lease
with the state to temporarily convert the project’s hydroelectric
water right into an in-stream right under ORS 537.348, which
authorizes the lease of “all or a portion of an existing water right …
for conversion to an in-stream right.” On appeal, the Oregon Court
of Appeals agreed with the Oregon Water Resources Department
and the holder of the water-right certificate that an in-stream use
under such a lease arrangement, although itself not a hydroelectric
use, is a “use of water under a hydroelectric water right,” as that
phrase is used in ORS 543A.305(3), to avoid the conversion of the
hydroelectric water right into a permanent in-stream water right
for the public trust. On review, the issue is: “Does the temporary
in-stream use of water under the lease of a hydroelectric water right
per ORS 537.348 avoid conversion of the right to a permanent instream water right per ORS 543A.305?”

Ooma, Inc. v. Dep’t of Revenue, S067581. Oral argument
scheduled for May 4, 2021.
In this direct appeal from the Oregon Tax Court, the issues on review
are: (1) “Did [the taxpayer] have sufficient ‘minimum contacts’ with
Oregon under the Due Process Clause for purposes of E911 Taxes
where it does not develop or pursue Oregon-specific marketing
or business plans for the sale of its product and services?”; and
(2) “Were [the taxpayer’s] economic and virtual contacts with the
state sufficient to support a finding of ‘substantial nexus’ under the
Commerce Clause for purposes of E911 taxes?”

Mindful Insights, LLC v. Verify Valid, LLC, S067847
(A161850). 301 Or App 256, 454 P3d 787 (2019), adh’d on
recon, 302 Or App 528, 461 P3d 1034 (2020). Oral argument
scheduled for May 3, 2021.

Estate of Helene J. Evans v. Dep’t of Revenue, S067899. Oral
argument scheduled for May 6, 2021.
In this direct appeal from the Oregon Tax Court, the issue on review
is: “Does the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
prohibit Oregon from taxing the [decedent’s estate] based on the
value of the principal trust assets of a [testamentary trust] where
[the decedent] had no power of appointment or other control over
the principal assets of the [trust] and the only connection between
[the trust] and Oregon is that [the decedent] received income from
that trust while living in Oregon the last three years of her life?”

In this contract dispute, the Oregon Court of Appeals held that a
breach-of-contract claim and an alternative implied-in-fact contract
claim for quantum meruit should be treated as a “single claim” under
ORS 20.077 for purposes of determining the prevailing party for an
award of attorney fees. On review, the issue is: “When a contract
action presents a claim for breach of a specific contract with an
attorney-fee provision—along with alternative implied-in-fact and
implied-in-law quantum meruit claims with no right to attorney
fees—is the contract claim with the right to attorney fees treated
as a separate claim from the alternative claims under ORS 20.077
for any attorney-fee award?”

City of Portland v. Bartlett, S067940 (A164469). 304 Or App
580, (2020). Oral argument scheduled for May 6, 2021.
In a split, en banc decision, a majority of the Oregon Court of
Appeals held that ORS 192.390—which provides that public
records generally must be disclosed after 25 years notwithstanding
exemptions in the Public Records Law—requires that public
bodies must disclose attorney-client privileged documents if
the documents are more than 25 years old. On review, the issues
before the Oregon Supreme Court are: (1) “Does the attorney-client
privilege trump the application of ORS 192.390?”; and (2) “If the
legislature intended ORS 192.390 to waive the attorney-client
privilege of public bodies and their officers and employees after 25
years, do the Home Rule amendments of the Oregon Constitution
prevent the legislature from doing so on behalf of a home-rule city
and its officers and employees?”

Owen v. City of Portland, S068000 (A165633). 305 Or App 267,
470 P3d 390 (2020). Oral argument scheduled for May 4, 2021.
This appeal challenges an ordinance that the City of Portland
adopted to require residential landlords to make payments
to tenants in circumstances where landlords raise the rent
ten percent or more within a 12-month period, or take certain
other triggering actions. In upholding the ordinance as valid
and enforceable, the Oregon Court of Appeals held that the
ordinance was not preempted by ORS 91.225, which generally
provides that “a city or county shall not enact any ordinance or
resolution which controls the rent that may be charged for the
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Judge’s Biography

Honorable Andrew Erwin
Washington County Circuit Court
A BIOGRAPHY

Judge Andrew “Andy” Erwin has dedicated the majority of his
career to civil service, but he enjoys recounting the path that led
him there, which included four of the most universally despised
occupations: new/used car salesman, door-to-door purveyor
of vacuum cleaners, middle school and high school substitute
teacher, and lawyer.
Judge Erwin was born in Anchorage, Alaska and raised in a large
family with longstanding ties to the legal community. His father,
Robert Erwin, served as a justice on the Alaska Supreme Court
and continued his legal career long into his final days, which
occurred only recently. His uncle is engaged in legal practice,
along with two of his six siblings, and his daughter now serves
as a Washington County deputy district attorney.
Though seemingly destined for the position he now holds,
Judge Erwin recalls his initial reluctance to step into the
uncertainties of adult life. He credits his wife, whom he met
during his sophomore year at Oregon State, for all of his success
and every good decision he has made since that fortuitous
meeting. After college, he followed her up to the Seattle area to
support her career, during which time he found himself selling

acquainted with the Federal Register, and a dog bite trial later,
he transitioned back into civil service and began what would
become a 10-year tenure as a Washington County deputy
district attorney.

cars—and being good at it. Despite this surprising knack for
car sales, or maybe because of it, Judge Erwin realized that he
wanted to apply his talents to something more meaningful,
which prompted him to obtain his Master of Arts in Teaching

In 2009, Judge Erwin was elected to the bench for the
Washington County Circuit Court. He approaches his position
with an authentic humility and passion for the intellectual
nuances that are inherent to the law. During what has been a
challenging year that began with the loss of his father, Judge
Erwin continues to uphold and advance the legacy of justice and
civil service that is engrained in him, both in seeking ways of
connecting the bench to the bar and in ensuring that resources
are being appropriately utilized to enable accessibility and
equity. His unassailable humility and passion are clearly
reflected in his concluding statement: “Someday I’ll be worthy
of the position I am holding; I strive every day to achieve that.”

from Willamette University. Subsequently, he worked a fulltime schedule, bouncing around several school districts as a
substitute teacher for middle and high school classes, until
various budget cuts prompted his pivot to the legal field and his
return to Willamette, but this time to study law.
During law school, Judge Erwin began clerking for the
Marion County District Attorney’s office, which gave him the
opportunity to try cases in law school as a certified legal intern.
While this was a challenging task, it also proved to be highly
motivating and inspirational. What was almost certain to be the
path to a full career in public service took an unexpected detour
into private practice when Judge Erwin learned he was going to
be a dad. With his daughter on the way, he accepted a position

Submitted by Tessan Wess
		 Lewis Brisbois

with Haglund and Kirtley. Three years, countless hours becoming
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Defense Victory!
Christine Sargent, Littler Mendelson

Defense Victory! Editor
Contributing authors Helaina Chinn, Christina Ho, and Richard Williams

Overvaluing Doesn’t Pay Off in Trial on
Low-Speed Accident

Plaintiff’s Appeal Dismissed and
Defendants Awarded Fees in AntiSLAPP Case

On November 5, 2019, Christina Ho of Thenell Law Group
succeeded in reducing plaintiff’s allegation of six-figure damages

On June 23, 2020, the Oregon Court of Appeals awarded
defendants their appellate attorney fees and costs, the most
recent in a string of defense victories dating back to 2016 in
Tyler v. Whetzel, et al., Multnomah County Circuit Court Case No.
14CV16589 and Court of Appeals Case No. A161519. Vicki Smith
and Helaina Chinn (Bodyfelt Mount), George Pitcher and Rachel
Reynolds (Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith) and Wendy Margolis
(Cosgrave Vergeer Kester) represented defendants. Andrew Reilly
represented plaintiff.

on behalf of her client in Eric Nelson v. Jason Smith, Multnomah
County Circuit Court Case No. 18CV38508. The Honorable Leslie
Bottomly presided. Casie Barnett represented plaintiff.
At issue in the trial were injuries alleged to have been sustained
in a September 2016 low-speed rear end accident. Plaintiff sued
defendant claiming negligent operation of his vehicle. Plaintiff
claimed he suffered from a concussion and aggravation of a
pre-existing brain injury, as well as cervical and lumbar injuries. He

In the underlying action, plaintiff brought claims against
defendants, individually and as trustee for her mother, a
vulnerable person, based on defendants’ legal representation
of plaintiff’s mother in another matter. The trial court granted
defendants’ special motions to strike pursuant to Oregon’s antiSLAPP statutes, ORS 31.150 et seq., and awarded defendants’
attorney fees and costs.

also claimed his condition would require a future back surgery. In
addition, plaintiff also claimed run-of-the-mill soft tissue injuries.
At trial, plaintiff sought $300,000 in damages, including $42,466
in past medical expenses, $57,534 in future medical expenses,
and $200,000 in noneconomic damages; liability was not
disputed. Defendant argued plaintiff suffered only soft tissue
injuries and that no future medical treatment should be awarded.

Plaintiff’s mother died before plaintiff filed the notice of appeal,
and plaintiff did not appoint a personal representative for
the estate. Defendants moved to dismiss the appeal. In Tyler
v. Whetzel, 301 Or App 504, 513 (2019), the Court held the
mother’s claims only survived to a personal representative of
the estate per ORS 115.305, and the estate did not substitute
one as the real party in interest before ORCP 34 B(1)’s one-year
deadline passed. The Court dismissed plaintiff’s appeal of the trial
court’s judgments on behalf of her mother for lack of standing and
affirmed the judgment awarding trial court fees and costs against
plaintiff in her personal capacity.

Ultimately, the jury awarded plaintiff a total of only $30,000,
which included $16,900 in past medical costs, $3,100 for future
medical costs, and $9,000 in noneconomic damages.

Court Concludes Duty to Defend and
Indemnify Not Triggered
On October 5, 2020, District Court Judge Michael McShane
granted summary judgment in defendant’s favor in Bliss
Sequoia Ins. & Risk Advisors, Inc., et. al. v. Allied Prop. & Cas.
Ins. Co., Case No. 6:20-cv-00256-MC. Michael Guadagno
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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and Richard Williams of Bullivant Houser represented

waterpark,” and noting that “if ‘[the child’s family] prevails on

defendant. Cody Hoesly of Larkins Vacura and the Washington,

its claims [against plaintiffs], it will be compensated for [the

DC law firm of Hunton Andrews Kurth represented plaintiffs.

waterpark’s] ‘economic harm’ not for any ‘bodily injury.’” As a

In the underlying action, a five-year-old child suffered

result, the court held that the insurance policy did not trigger

debilitating injuries after nearly drowning at a water park while

defendant’s duty to defend or indemnify plaintiffs for any of the

coverage secured by plaintiffs was

claims in the underlying action.

in force. A lawsuit was brought in
Nevada state court against the water
park and several related parties. The
defendants in the Nevada state court
action filed third-party complaints
against plaintiffs/third-party
defendants, alleging that they had
failed to secure adequate insurance
coverage for the water park. The
Nevada action sought damages from
defendants in an amount equal to the
child’s injuries.
Plaintiffs, who are located in Oregon,
sought a declaration from the
District of Oregon that defendant
had a duty to defend and indemnify
plaintiffs in a Nevada state court
action under a general liability policy
issued by defendant. The insurance
policy at issue provided that it would
“pay those sums ... that [plaintiffs]
become[] legally obligated to pay
as damages because of ‘bodily
injury[.]” Plaintiffs argued that their
liability in the underlying action
arose “because of bodily injury”
because but for the child’s injuries
they would not have been sued.
Defendant argued that because there
was no causal relationship between
the child’s bodily injuries and the
insured’s actions, there was no
coverage under the action.
Judge McShane agreed with
defendant’s position, finding that
the insurer’s “liability arises solely
from its own negligence in providing
professional services to the
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The Scribe’s Tips for Better Writing
Dan Lindahl

Bullivant Houser Bailey

The Scribe’s Tip: Get to Know the Oregon Appellate Courts Style Manual
The Oregon Appellate Courts Style Manual is an invaluable guide
to the conventions applicable to legal writing in Oregon state
courts. Yet this gem is relatively anonymous. Let’s change that.

But it also includes plenty of minutiae, such as the proper

The style manual can be found at https://www.courts.oregon.gov/
publications/Documents/UpdatedStyleManual2002.pdf.

a list of foreign words and phrases that should not be italicized

Technically, the manual applies only to Oregon’s
appellate courts, and provides judges with
“a guideline for conventions used in format,
citation, quotation, and style when writing
opinions.”1 But it makes sense for trial-court
litigators to follow the style manual since it
establishes the conventions judges are familiar
DAN LINDAHL
with from reading published Oregon appellate
court decisions. Failing to follow the style manual implies the
author either is unfamiliar with the rules, or is defying them—
neither is an impression one wants to leave with a judge.

The authors also thoughtfully added guidance about citation

The style manual covers all the topics one would expect, such as
the long and short forms for citing Oregon appellate decisions.

Endnote

abbreviations for various types of subsequent history, such as rev
den, aff’d, adhe’d to on recons, and vac’d. It also helpfully contains
(quid pro quo) and those that should (respondeat superior).
conventions that were once used, but are now forbidden, such as
supra and infra. Any reader of older Oregon appellate decisions
will note the numerous and unhelpful citations to supra and infra.
They are now expressly forbidden by the style manual.
Many citation conventions can be, frankly, essentially arbitrary.
That means mere intuition won’t necessarily produce the
correct result. The Oregon Appellate Style Manual eliminates the
guesswork and provides guidance to how it should be done in
Oregon.

1.
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Association News

Association News
New and Returning Members
OADC welcomes the following new and returning members to the association:
Ian Baldwin

Diane Lenkowsky

Wood Smith Henning & Berman

Bullivant Houser Bailey

Anne Decker

Lucy Ohlsen

Lindsay Hart

Lewis Brisbois

Sarah Holmes

Douglas Schoen

Saalfeld Griggs

Liberty Mutual Insurance

Vivian Krupicka

Elizabeth White

Liberty Mutual

K&L Gates

Rebecca Larson

Matthew Wojcik

Garrett Hemann Robertson

Bullivant Houser Bailey

OADC Past Presidents
Keith J. Bauer...................................................................................... 1993
Michael C. McClinton....................................................................... 1992
Ronald E. Bailey.................................................................................. 1991
John H. Holmes.................................................................................. 1990
John Hart............................................................................................. 1989
Carl Burnham, Jr................................................................................. 1988
James H. Gidley ................................................................................ 1987
Ralph C. Spooner............................................................................... 1986
G. Marts Acker................................................................................... 1985
James L. Knoll.................................................................................... 1984
Walter H. Sweek................................................................................ 1983
James F. Spiekerman...................................................................... 1982
Hon. Malcolm F. Marsh.................................................................... 1981
Austin W. Crowe, Jr........................................................................... 1980
Richard E. Bodyfelt........................................................................... 1979
Robert T. Mautz................................................................................. 1978
Douglas G. Houser............................................................................ 1977
Hon. Rodney W. Miller...................................................................... 1976
David C. Landis................................................................................... 1975
William V. Deatherage..................................................................... 1974
Frederic D. Canning.......................................................................... 1973
Wayne Hilliard..................................................................................... 1972
Roland (Jerry) F. Banks.................................................................... 1971
Jarvis B. Black.................................................................................... 1970
Thomas E. Cooney............................................................................ 1969
James B. O’Hanlon............................................................................ 1968
Hon. Robert Paul Jones................................................................... 1967

Lloyd Bernstein.................................................................................. 2020
George Pitcher................................................................................... 2019
Vicki Smith.......................................................................................... 2018
Mary-Anne Rayburn.......................................................................... 2017
Michael Lehner.................................................................................. 2016
Gordon Welborn................................................................................. 2015
Dan Schanz......................................................................................... 2014
Michael (Sam) Sandmire................................................................. 2013
Greg Lusby.......................................................................................... 2012
Jeanne Loftis..................................................................................... 2011
Drake Hood.......................................................................................... 2010
Julie Elkins........................................................................................... 2009
Bill Sime................................................................................................ 2008
Chris Kitchel........................................................................................ 2007
Robert Barton..................................................................................... 2006
Hon. Mark Clarke............................................................................... 2005
Martha Hodgkinson.......................................................................... 2004
James Edmonds................................................................................ 2003
Stephen Rickles................................................................................ 2002
Steven Blackhurst............................................................................ 2001
Jonathan Hoffman........................................................................... 2000
Chrys Martin....................................................................................... 1999
Thomas H. Tongue............................................................................. 1998
Paul Fortino......................................................................................... 1997
Larry A. Brisbee.................................................................................. 1996
Frank E. Lagesen............................................................................... 1995
Robert E. Maloney, Jr....................................................................... 1994
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